
 
 
 

March 12, 2015 
 
Following Coaching, research assistants at the Center for Motivation & Change conduct follow-up 
surveys.  The following are answers to the final question …. “Is there anything else you would like to 
share?” 
 
The responses below are lightly edited to remove the name of the Coach.  At this time, please keep 
these responses private.   
 
(Be sure to read down to the last one ) 
 
Thank you! 
 

 The other incredibly helpful thing for me was speaking to your hotline experts, and then, I was lucky 
enough to also be helped by one of your volunteer moms. They were all very helpful, patient, gave 
me a lot to think about, reduced my anxiety greatly, and I think helped me handle issues with my 
son, which in turn I believe helped him.   Your recommended reading list was also very helpful.  
THANK YOU   

 My parent coach was great! 

 My parent coach, COACH, was excellent.  This was so worth my time. I am very grateful to COACH 
and all of you for the understanding, support, and CRAFT info. 

 Great organization and very helpful with the updates via email, very thankful for the organization.  

 Appreciate follow up reaching out. Flexibility and a listening ear that was helpful. Spoke about 5 
times with coach. 

 COACH talked me off the ledge. People don’t want to talk about it. I looked forward to her phone 
calls- she gave me concrete advice on how to deal with my situation. Most helpful= to forgive 
myself, pointed out what I did right. Spoke to Helpline on Friday afternoon- put me at ease- made all 
the difference - he thought there was hope. Things are better.  

 Thanks for doing what you do. 

 COACH /PSN gave hope. I worry about the legalization of drugs, the whole idea of the PSN support 
for parents is crucial; there’s not enough out there for parents. Practicing self-care first is important.  

 Didn’t have anybody to talk to- services were amazing. Was always putting a lot of blame on me. 
COACH made me realize I’m doing everything right as a mother. COACH was my savior.  

 It was great. Shocked that my son was smoking for a few years. Awesome that Helpline never 
shoved me off the phone, he would just sit and talk with me. Claimed that she would be making a 
donation to the PSN. 

 All positive feedback.  Has read two books: Get Your Loved One Sober and Beyond Addiction. 
Realized that my husband/daughter/I have to live our own lives. CRAFT was helpful for addressing 
our son, and make it not personal.  



 
 

 It was very helpful to speak to my coach who went through her own situation. (Spoke with her 4x). 
She helped me to see that I shouldn't be on him all the time with constant nagging. It helped me 
back off. It was my “aha” moment.   

 In the beginning, I thought we were slaves to “it.” From getting the information (referring to all of 
the reading material PSN sent) and talking to my coach, it helped me come around. She led me to 
being able to find out what can help my son. Making the first phone call was an awakening and we 
would not be here if I had not made that call. From hearing about my coach’s situation (which was 
much worse than mine), it gave me encouragement and she discussed the financial aspect which 
gave me the idea to approach him. She said I was far ahead than most parents in their initial call 
which gave me confidence. (Son is doing very well- said he was bored so they took positive steps to 
increase non-using activities, such as enrolling in a gym – spoke to coach 1x).  

 COACH was great; super supportive. It was good to hear that we (my wife and I) were doing a good 
job; it was very reinforcing. The PSN was one of many resources that we had. It (the 
support/reinforcement) was key for both of us in keeping unison as a couple.   Feedback during 
survey: every decision is brutally hard but they are well-thought out and are informed decisions; had 
heard about CRAFT prior to reaching out to the PSN (caller has been in recovery since 1986) but it 
was new to hear less about letting people hit bottom (referenced Get Your Loved One Sober); I 
worry because we are in uncharted ground scientifically and everything we are doing is still in the 
theory stage.  

 God bless all of you; saved me emotionally, physically; I had a place to turn to; COACH was always 
there; Helpline was wonderful 

 I wish I had the support system I had with COACH, knowing he was there for me was like a best 
friend   

 A very very positive experience - "I didn't know COACH and yet she seemed to know me better than 
a family member - really able to understand so well and guided me to take care of myself." "I 
couldn't really do anything until I started taking care of myself - and then I was able to control my 
emotions, as well." "COACH gave strength, education, and taught us to how to value that time and 
energy that we actually do have. She was an angel on my shoulder. She seemed to call exactly when 
we needed her - amazing!"  

 Every interaction with COACH was phenomenal.  Every interaction was invaluable - to talk to 
another adult who has gone through this process..."  

 "Both my children have come a long way. I believe my daughter is sober, but my son has slipped 
though still working. I'm worried about my kids... I want to know how I can get my hands on the 
heroin 'antidote' - they are living with their father who is also not well ... how do I get that 
resource?" "Heroin is everywhere, I worry about the kids in my school, as well ... I don't want dead 
bodies."  

 Caller would like to pass along the following to parents, "Be proactive with your child and allow for 
natural negative consequences. Allow kids to talk, communicate, and be open to new solutions. 
They need support. Be there, and explore every option." 

 "Good that I learned the information, but my son thinks he knows it all ... he lectures me" "I've 
explained that can do more but..." "Definitely helped, me talking to COACH, outside just my family 
members. COACH went through it also, and the 20 Minute Guide helped a lot - really helpful just to 
talk to someone."  



 
 

 "I found COACH 's advice and counsel extremely helpful in dealing with my anxiety and what I 
[emphasized] could do to help the situation - it was more about helping me (versus controlling my 
son) - COACH and 20-minute guide was so helpful. Things getting better whereas before - extreme 
anxiety. Hugely helpful."  

 Wants the coaching to go more than 6 sessions - fabulous program. 

 "A good experience" 

 Interactions have been helpful, been impressed with assistance; the road is longer than we expected  

 It was hard to set limits but it worked; helped me/my son understand that I am not going to fight 
with him but it's not up to me to make changes; also helps me to see my counselor, group of parents 
where I live 

 "COACH is the best - so understanding and knowledgeable - whoever gets her is so lucky." "COACH 
says everything - suggestions and examples - in such a clear and not-shaming way." "This program 
gives a different perspective - the child has to make choices; and even though he/she may seem like 
they are not listening, a little piece may get in." "The breakdown of natural negative consequences 
was so helpful." "COACH always left the door the open - which was so wonderful - in case of crisis ... 
such a helpful and calming element - not that the door is shut forever. So many programs close the 
door."  

 Believes CRAFT was helpful in getting daughter into rehab, but then soon after that she was out and 
parent hasn't spoken to daughter in a while. Therefore, hard to answer many questions as not a lot 
of contact.  - COACH was very supportive - so helpful to talk to someone "who's lived it and been 
there," talking to family is okay because they are supportive, but it's not the same - they don't really 
understand. It's definitely a "hopeless feeling."  

 Everything was great - COACH was great 

 COACH was very helpful and empathetic.  She/the program did help us, but it's challenging because 
we are dealing with other issues (adopted from foster care) - but the PSN and COACH gave us better 
perspective (even if it's an ongoing struggle). The program is really good, self-care is important. It's 
coping skills ...not necessarily a solution.  

 COACH was very good and helpful; shared own stories, made parent see that it is possible to deal 
with - helped her to separate what she can influence/help with; allowing for natural negative 
consequences, especially, instead of constantly wondering if she is doing right or wrong thing. She 
really did the things coach told her to do - and everything he said to do helped. So appreciative! 

 Overall experience was good - has been dealing with it for so long (four children - addicted) - the 
timing was good, though, and grateful for the experience 

 COACH was very helpful and generous and understanding. She feels very alone - it's quite isolating 
when you can't talk to anyone - no one in her life is going through this. COACH was an amazing 
resource to suddenly have.  

 I really found it helpful and enlightening -already in line with how they are parenting - very 
refreshing to hear it reiterated/validated - COACH was so fantastic with encouragement and support 
and asking hard questions -wanted to keep her for life! but has great material to work from  

 Appreciate the support and the program. So many people out there who are struggling like her.  



 
 

 COACH was good and very helpful. Caller would love to have a second round if there was any 
opportunity. 

 "Both people I spoke with were very nice, supportive, patient, and devoted." -She doesn't know 
what the next step is but she would like to start again and she thinks her husband could really 
benefit.  

 Thought books were helpful - passed along to family -Son still struggling - in IOP now, son "plays the 
game really well" -No true answer - a shame. In this society, we advocate "addicts helping 
ourselves" but CRAFT is different than that... 

 "Beyond Addiction" has changed whole life - so nice to see that there are other perspectives.   "I 
couldn't say enough about how this has helped - had lost all hope."  "There is such a prejudice 
against drug addicts, so hard, no hope until this book." "I would love to be a coach in the future! I 
can't really put into words how amazing this whole thing was - whatever the highest praise is for you 
guys, it's that." "Even though it is a long way to go, it's okay. It's great to know that we can be happy 
even if our kids don't get into recovery." "Great relief - I was told that I was an enabler and it's so 
amazing that what I knew to do - to stick by my kids - was the right thing."  

 


